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Summary/Abstract

My project is on mental health. I am doing a mental health app for 11 to 15 year olds. I chose

this because I noticed that all apps were for older teenagers and there were very few apps that

targeted a younger demographic . I also saw that most mental health apps you had to pay for

or have a monthly subscription.

In this app I hope to help people cope with stress ,time management and forgetfulness .

Another thing I want to put into my app is a place for helplines if someone would  rather talk

to someone. I also want to have  reliable information about mental health .

Introduction

I choose to do an app to help teens cope with the stress of growing up and to help them deal

with mental health. I hope to help people open up if they are personally struggling and not

keep it to themselves. My goal is to spread awareness about mental health in younger

teenagers and to try decrease the stigma around mental health.I choose this topic because it is

widely overlooked and i would like to help people my age.

.

Background Research Background

When I started this I already knew that mental health was widely ignored in younger ages .

The first bit of background research I did was to try to find apps that had similar ideas to me.

What I found from that is that most , if not all apps were catered to older people or you had to

pay a monthly fee.  I had my idea figured out and also what would set me apart from other

apps.

.

Conclusions and Recommendations

I found with my research that most mental health apps , if you want certain features you have

to pay a one time or monthly fee for them . I also found that very few things are targeted

specifically for my generation.
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